Action plan

Your 2010
performance review

Now is the time to be deciding
which IAM strategies to select
whose outcomes will track to your
corporate objectives and timelines
in 2010 and beyond
By Joseph W Jennings
It is early 2010 and your company has
already had multiple cost-cutting efforts
to survive the Great Recession of 2008-9.
You are the corporate executive
responsible for intellectual property, the
intellectual asset management (IAM) lead.
Your performance review for 2010 and
beyond will hinge on the IP tactics you
select and how closely their outcomes
track to corporate business objectives.
What do you do?
This article outlines several IAM
initiatives for making progress on business
objectives. Depending upon your situation,
these initiatives could be critical to your
success in 2010 and beyond.
IAM initiatives for improving
business performance
“Businesses today need to realign their IP
with their business strategy. Support
where I am and where I want to go,” says
Joseph G Hadzima, Jr, founder of IPVision,
an intellectual property research and
analytics firm.
Explicitly tying IAM tactics to
business objectives is at the core of sound
IAM. Figure 1 presents three business
objectives and identifies IAM tactics that
address them.
Moving from a business objective to an
IAM tactic requires an in-depth knowledge
of your portfolio and the overall current
and future competitive environments. This
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comes from performing and maintaining
an asset assessment.
Asset assessment
“By 2012, will your patent portfolio be
gaining or declining against your
competitors?” asks James E Malackowski,
president and CEO of Ocean Tomo.
“Quantity is not the metric anymore;
quality is the metric.”
Asset assessment helps you to
understand the corporate portfolio by
determining which assets have value,
which are used by your products and what
your company’s exposure is to other
companies or non-practising entities
(NPEs). Asset assessment uses the
following tools to generate business
insight and IAM action plans:
• Patent claim scoring looks at a
combination of the quality of the claim
and the case law associated with it. It
combines analytical tools with trained
analysts to review and score a patent
claim. It is not unusual to find that
patent claim scoring identifies less
than 5% of a company’s portfolio as
high-quality assets.
• Landscape analysis identifies the
patents associated with a market,
product or technology – as well as
who owns them – and scores their
relative quality and importance.
Analysis focuses on assets that have
the highest relevance and quality, and,
if not owned by your company,
represent the greatest threat to
your business.
• Gap analysis identifies all of the quality
patents relating to a technology and
product, lines up what you own versus
what is owned by competitors and
NPEs, and maps the strength of your
position relative to others.
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Figure 1. Business objectives and IAM tactics
Business objectives

IAM tactics

Increase cash flow

Asset enforcement/licensing
Asset divestiture or abandonment
Increase gross margin on strategic existing and new products Asset acquisition
Improve corporate performance over competitors
New IP defence
New IP invention

Figure 2. Time to impact

IP asset assessment
Asset licensing
Asset divestiture
Asset acquisition
New IP defence
New invention
Patents

•

Timeframe
Short term (1-2 years) Mid term (3-4 years)

Long term (5-10 years)

3-6 months

Ongoing
3-4 years

Ongoing

Incremental research

Fundamental research
5-6 years

6 months-1 year
6 months-1 year
6 months-1 year
Product development

Competitive review combines
elements from the three previous tools
with financial data to highlight which
competitors own assets that are
relevant to your business and how
they are leveraging those assets
financially.

“Asset assessments that deal with
future technologies and markets will
identify potential new licensing and NPE
costs that should be accounted for in
business models and IP strategies,” says
Michael Lasinski of Capstone Advisory
Group.
When asset assessments are complete,
the key variables in IAM tactic selection
are threefold: time to impact; risk/reward;
and cash flow.
Time to impact
Under the best of circumstances, the
interface between business and IAM
timing is difficult to manage. IP strategies
and tactics have different lead times to
results, as Figure 2 illustrates.
Regardless of your overall corporate
business plans, IAM tactics take time, are
not linear and can encounter delays that
sideline progress for months or years. If
you as the IAM executive are trying to
match IAM tactics to corporate objectives
and timelines, then it is important for you
to select IAM tactics that can fit both
the business objective and timelines
for execution.
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Risk/reward
“IP management is an exercise in risk
assessment: how much risk are you willing
to assume for a given reward? What is the
appropriate discount to value when
hedging or transferring those risks to a
third party?” asks Justin Basara of IP
trading company Marqera LLC.
Risk is your exposure to the chance of
injury or loss. It is usually measured in the
degree of probability of such a loss. The
longer it takes for an action to be effective
or to affect an outcome, inherently the
more risky that outcome appears. Reward
is something given or received in return or
recompense for service, merit, hardship
or action.
As Figure 3 relates, corporations engage
in IAM because they perceive benefits
worth the risks in inventing, patenting and
holding patent assets. Following are typical
tactics and the time/risk/reward profile
for each:
• Selling takes six to 12 months to
execute. It is perceived as riskier than
holding assets and doing nothing, but
has a potential return of generating
cash.
• Licensing takes four to six years to
execute, with negative cash flow in the
first few years and possible returns in
later years.
• Enforcement via litigation can take
longer than either selling or licensing,
may cost more and has a much wider
spectrum of outcomes.

Figure 3. Risk/reward
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Figure 4. Cash-flow implications of strategic decisions
Years/tactics

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Enforcement/ licensing
Divestiture/ abandonment
Acquisition
New IP defence
New invention

0/+
0/0/-

0/+
-/+
+
0/-

0/+
-/+
+
0/-

0/+
-/+
+
0/-

+
0/+
-/+
+
-/+

+
0/+
-/+
+
-/+

Symbols: - = negative cash flow, 0 = breakeven cash flow, and + = positive cash flow.

•

Invention is perhaps the riskiest IAM
tactic of all. Invention takes the longest
to do and there is no certainty that
patents will be granted or that your
products or anyone else’s will use the
patent granted. Further, there is little
certainty that if patents are granted,
used and infringed, you will ever be
able to monetise them.

Cash-flow
Tactics have different cash-flow impacts
during the next six years as shown in
Figure 4:
• Enforcement and licensing have negative
cash flow until successful in court.
• Divestiture or abandonment increases
cash upon asset sale or reduces cash
burn, thus freeing up cash.
• Acquisition results in negative cash flow
unless it is tied to licensing or reduction
of NPE threat, or has defensive value in
cross-licensing.
• New IP defence may have an upfront
cash cost, but should be equal to or
greater than the NPE risk reduced.
• New invention may be done within
existing budgets with no additional cash
burn with the possibility of revenue
sharing in out years.
Based on your company’s asset
assessment, timing, risk/reward orientation
and cash-flow requirements, the following
IP tactics should be considered.
Asset enforcement and licensing
If you are debating initiating licensing,
then you are really considering
enforcement. Virtually no one pays a
licensor unless they have either been taken
to court or fear being taken to court. Figure
5 illustrates the time needed to generate
revenue from any given asset in the US and
the probabilities of success at each stage.
(These are not hard and fast numbers; they
are for exemplary purposes only).
At each stage you have a certain
probability of success. Viewed in its
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entirety, that success factor nets to about
9%, six years from when you start the
process. In other words an expected
US$100 million award in six years is
worth US$9 million on a non-adjusted
basis today.
If you already have an asset licensing
and enforcement strategy in place, then
identification of your quality assets via the
asset assessment will add focus to your
efforts. The assessment may point you
towards seeking broad cross-licensing
clearance to reduce risks in an existing or
emerging market or extract income from
other competitors. Alternatively, the
competitive analysis may reveal that your
internal processes are not as effective as
outsourcing. The options to pursue if this
is true are asset divestiture or enforcement
partnering with NPEs, both discussed in
more depth later in this article.
If you have not already put in place
asset licensing and enforcement in-house,
then you need to consider whether this is
an effective use of your resources in 2010
and 2011. Licensing and enforcement have
three to four-year minimum timeframes to
show results and are cash-flow negative for
the early years as shown in Figure 4. These
actions may also bring significant risks of
counter-actions by competitors. Asset
divestiture or enforcement partnering with
NPEs may be your best strategy to show
positive steps without having an impact on
the cash flow of the company during the
early years.
Asset divestiture or abandonment
When should you divest or abandon
assets? There are three indicators:
• They are not quality assets.
• They are not used in any of your
strategic products or anticipated future
products in an emerging market.
• They generate no licensing revenue or
negotiating power.
“The emerging strategy question is,
how can a company monetise non-core IP
Intellectual Asset Management March/April 2010 23
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Divesting or abandoning assets can
deliver cash within 12 months, reduce
cash burn and provide opportunities
for revenue sharing long term

assets and use that money to build their
portfolio and defray their defensive costs?”
argues Cash Elston III, Director of
Acquisition at Intellectual Ventures.
IAM professionals face countervailing
forces when they attempt to reduce their
company’s portfolio through divestiture or
abandonment. Internal constituencies do
not want to have a judgement made on the
value of their invention; senior
management fears selling assets and not
getting the value back that was invested or
having other parties able to gain better
value from the assets than themselves; and
shareholders, now or in the future, may
start asking why the company invested so
much in so many assets that delivered so
little value.
The positive news is that divesting or
abandoning assets can deliver cash within
12 months, reduce cash burn and provide
opportunities for revenue sharing long
term.
To save time and money, look at the
assets you seek to divest. If they are not
quality assets with clear infringements by
significant companies, then consider
abandoning them. If you have assets that
are not core but are quality assets, then do
the claim charts and build the case for sale.
Assets can be sold through an auction
or by using a brokerage firm. The pros and
cons are detailed in Figure 6.

Figure 5. Time and probabilities of success
for enforcement litigation in the US

Actions

Discrete probabilities
of success

Declarative judgment
Markman hearing
Trial
Appeal
Re-examination
Outcome

80%
67%
50%
50%
67%
9% overall

It is worth noting that the largest IP
auction, ICAP Ocean Tomo, held events in
2009 where values and the number of
transactions declined from the previous
years. Until the overall market for IP
improves and more auctions have occurred
that are successful, sellers may want to hold
off on putting assets into auction.
Asset acquisition
The asset assessment produced a view of
your offensive and defensive situation and
the gaps in your portfolio that should be
filled. Asset acquisition is a means of
rapidly filling the gaps.
Most companies have never purchased
patents in a standalone transaction. Even
fewer operating companies have a standing
acquisition programme with targets and a
budget. Three questions are critical to a
successful acquisition programme:
• What should be acquired?
• Why should it be acquired?
• How should acquisitions be organised?
Based on the answers to the first two
questions from your assessment, your
acquisition programme can proceed on two
parallel threads as outlined in Figure 7.
An inbound asset acquisition
programme waits for assets to appear at the
company’s front door. It means that a seller
has prepared an offering memorandum for

Figure 6. Divesting options
Divesting option

Pros

Cons

Auction

• Transparency
• Date certain transaction

Brokerage firm

• Generates highest price
• Flexible contract terms
(including profit share)
• Control over buyers

• Will not generate highest price
• Inflexible contract terms
• No control over buyer
• Less transparent
• No date certain
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Figure 7. Acquisition programmes

Stimulus
Asset status
Purchasing status
Channels

Inbound

Outbound

Outside activity
In market
Competitive bidding
Seller-directed broker,
auction, M&A banker,
distressed sale, owner

Internal assessment and decision
Not in market
Cold call, may be only offer
buyer-directed broker

Figure 8. Increase in NPE activity in the US market

Total cases
NPE cases
NPE (%)
Non-NPE
patent cases (%)
Average (%)
Average 04-08 (%)

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009 YTD

170
86
51
49

195
109
56
44

210
115
55
45

327
257
79
21

312
229
73
27

262
217
83
17

66
63

Source: RPX Corp 2009

the assets and everyone in the market will
see the offer. It is designed to stimulate a
competitive bidding situation between
operating companies and NPEs.
The benefit of an inbound asset
acquisition programme to the buyer is that
the seller has made a business case for
acquisition for you to evaluate.
Outbound asset acquisition
programmes are different. Once you have
determined which assets you want to
acquire based on their strength in defence,
licensing or elimination of threats from
NPEs, the company’s broker identifies and
cold calls the owner. The objective is to
purchase the assets directly from the owner
without having the assets put on the
market or the offer shopped.
The benefits of an outbound asset
acquisition programme to the seller are
lower transaction costs, because the seller
does not have to hire a broker or prepare
the assets for sale, and deal flexibility. The
benefits for the buyer are that it acquires
the assets without competition at
potentially better prices or terms.
If you maintain a current asset
assessment, then you will have an
advantage in analyzing assets for
acquisition. If you have ongoing inbound
and outbound programmes, then your
company is most likely to see more or all of
the deals that are available on the market.
There are alternatives to running your
own inbound and outbound acquisition
www.iam-magazine.com

programmes: join a patent aggregation
organisation such as Allied Security Trust
(AST) to improve your visibility into assets
being sold; or sign up with a defensive
aggregation company, such as RPX Corp, to
gain leverage in purchasing assets out of
litigation. Each is described in more detail
later in this article.
New IP defence
Traditional IP defence has been against
other operating companies. New IP
defensive strategy includes operating
companies and adds NPEs, which are
fundamentally different.
Assets owned by operating companies
represent the traditional IP threat to your
company. Assets owned by NPEs are the
new threat. The tactics to address NPEs
have to be different because the risk itself
is different in three ways:
• Nature – all of the investment your
company has made into its patent
portfolio has no effect against an
NPE since there is no cross-licensing
opportunity. NPEs have no product
business to counterattack so the
leverage you gain by building a
patent portfolio does not work
against them.
• Frequency – since 2004, NPE-based
litigation against US technology
companies has grown from 51% to 83%
of the number of cases filed in the US,
as detailed in Figure 8.
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Monetisation paths

•

Licensing to divestiture
A large healthcare company evaluated its
patent portfolio and its alignment to current
and future businesses. Assets that no longer
related to the core were first put into a
licensing programme and then sold if
licensing was not successful. The process
took over two years.
The results: lower annual operating costs
and increased cash from the IAM team.
Lessons learned: large companies may
be unable to field successful licensing
operations. This does not mean the assets
have no value. It means that for a myriad of
reasons, including channel/customer/partner
conflict and/or lack of enforcement threat,
they cannot successfully license IP assets.

Margin analysis to divestiture
A large diversified technology company
evaluated the alignment of its IP assets to its
highest-margin products and business lines.
Assets associated with product lines that are
commoditised were evaluated for divestiture.
“Continuing to pay for IP when it no longer
protects profit margins or market entry is not
a viable IP strategy,” says the IP counsel.
Interestingly, the biggest non-financial
issue in the divestiture of IP assets was
internal. It represented an explicit decision to
reduce investment in a product line or
business, and recognition that the proprietary
advantage the company once may have had
had eroded. Resistance from product groups
and engineering was considerable.

Technology start-up between financings
The technology start-up has seen its
customers delay purchases and rollouts of
their new technology. The start-up’s general
counsel (GC) was given two objectives: reduce
IP costs and increase revenues. The GC was
asked to evaluate three options: reduce overall
investment in new IP; initiate an in-house
licensing programme; or divest the assets.
The only IP option which had the
potential to increase cash within 12 months
was divestiture. The strategic issue for the
company board and senior management was
whether to devote significant business
resources to divesting the assets or pursue
other means of prolonging their runway to
the next financing.

Total elapsed time: 24 months from initiation
of licensing to sale of assets.

Total elapsed time: 12 months and counting.

Total elapsed time: six months and counting.

Focus – NPEs disproportionately
target Asian technology companies.
For Asian technology companies,
NPE-based litigation cases have grown
from 33% of all cases filed in 2004 to
90% in 2009.

It exists to purchase assets out of
litigation or the market that might
otherwise be sold to NPEs. The metric for
measuring defensive aggregators is the
cost savings, direct and indirect, they
achieve by denying NPEs assets to attack
operating company members. The costs
savings can include lower costs of
acquisition/licences and lower NPE
litigation costs.
According to RPX, its members should
realise a 150% to 200% ROI on their
annual membership fees in reduced NPE
costs. It has crossed the 20-member stage
and expects to have 100 members by 2012.
At this point it anticipates that it will be
purchasing 50% of the quality IP assets on
the market for its members, up from 20%
in 2009.
AST currently has 15 operating
company members and anticipates
reaching a goal of between 30 and 40
members in the coming years. AST lowers
asset acquisition costs for members and
typically sells the assets they purchase
after they have acquired a licence for their
interested members.
There are sceptics about the size and
importance of the NPE threat. Ocean
Tomo’s Malackowski says: “NPE annual
cost is less than US$3 billion. This is
significantly less than a major company’s
R&D spending. The over-emphasis on the
NPE threat is driven from a risk
management perspective, rather than a

Not all technology segments have NPE
activity. But those that do tend to draw
repeat attacks that expand beyond their
initial litigants to include second and
third-tier companies.
Patent aggregators
Most IAM executives want to have a clear
answer to senior business management
inquiries on what they are doing to reduce
the costs and risks associated with NPEs.
The traditional answer is that the company
will either defend or settle. However, this
approach may eventually be too costly for a
company long term and some new defences
may be required to reduce the growth in
NPE costs.
Emerging defensive alternatives to
NPEs include RPX Corp, a defensive patent
aggregation firm, and AST, a defensive
patent acquisition consortium.
“You cannot deal with the IP market
with legal responses. Legal tactics will not
reduce your NPE risks. You need a market
solution,” says John Amster, founder and
co-CEO of RPX Corp.
A defensive aggregator acquires IP
assets and provides licences to members.
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IPXI – a development to watch
in licensing

Figure 9. Business objectives, IAM tactics, timeframes
Business objective

IAM tactic

Increase cash flow
IPXI (www.ipxi.com) is a new IP exchange
that enables companies to sell so-called Unit
License Right™ contracts (ULRs). It allows
other companies to bid and purchase those
assets and then resell them. It has been in
development for several years and is now
headed by Gerard J Pannekoek, the founder
and former president and chief operating
officer of the Chicago Climate Exchange.
IPXI expects its first four customers in
2010 and to ramp in 2011, with 12 to 50 to
100 companies issuing ULRs on the
exchange.
First participants will be issuing ULRs for
assets that are “battle proven”, according to
Pannekoek, and with clear importance in
major growing technology markets. IPXI
essentially will work to reduce the costs of
litigation and licensing by outsourcing the
auditing, marketing and enforcement
functions for companies.
In contrast to other patent exchanges,
IPXI will not sell patents; it is selling patent
licences. As such, it allows a seller to
increase the supply of ULRs to meet
demand. And it enables a buyer to recognise
the cost of the assets purchased as a cost of
good sold when a product is shipped.
Investors could also buy ULRs and hold
them to benefit from price increases as
supply constrains.
IPXI may emerge as a potential new
competitor to RPX and AST for acquisition
of assets which are currently in litigation or
which are litigation ready. It may also
become a means for NPEs to monetise
assets without litigating.

Asset enforcement/
licensing
Asset divestiture or
abandonment
Increase gross margin Asset acquisition
on strategic existing
and new products
Improve corporate
New IP defence
performance over
New IP invention
competitors

business optimisation perspective.” There
are also sceptics regarding effective
defensive strategies to counter NPEs.
One industry leader told me: “I hear a lot
of noise, but there is nothing really
effective yet.”
New IP invention
The last IP tactic, innovative invention,
is the riskiest option. It relies on having
ideas before other people do and
transforming these into technologies,
products and patents that are brought to
market to create and hold leadership
positions. Companies may have mandated
one of the following problems to be
addressed by R&D and IP management
in 2010-2012:
• Innovation gap – the company has
fallen behind in creating marketleading innovations, patents,
technology and getting products
to market.
• R&D leapfrog – all of R&D is focused
on the product development roadmap
for the next three years. No resources
are being applied to years four to 10.
• New adjacencies – no resources are
applied to the technologies that you do
not use today that may be important to
the business five to 10 years from now.
For a Fortune 500 company, these
problems require R&D and IP management
to work together to find solutions that
both groups can execute. Some companies
choose to find an outside partner to
accelerate the innovative invention
process. Today, a leader in innovative
invention that partners with corporations
for the purpose of generating an IP
portfolio is Intellectual Ventures (IV).
“In invention, Intellectual Ventures
can add discipline to the IP process
because of their role in the IP market,”
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Timeframes

Risk/reward

3-6 years

High/high

6 months-1 year

Low/moderate

6 months-1 year

Low/moderate

6 months-1 year
5-10 years

Low/moderate
High/high

says David Evans, the founder of Evans
LLC, a high-tech consulting firm. IV has
two forms of corporate-sponsored
invention: company-sponsored invention;
and network invention.
Company-sponsored invention is based
on forward innovation sessions highlighted
in Marshall Phelps and David Kline’s book
Burning the Ships. It focuses on innovation
five to 10 years out, beyond the typical
product cycles. Senior IV scientists and the
sponsor company’s technologists work
together to address an R&D problem. From
the ideas generated, IV creates patent
applications and pursues getting the
patents issued. The sponsor takes the ideas
and generates new technologies and
products, and receives a licence to any
patents resulting from the session. It is also
possible for the sponsor to receive an
exclusive licence to the patents.
“What has surprised me in our coinvention process is how sponsor company
technology managers come in defensive and
become advocates during the process,” says
Eben W Frankenberg, executive vice
president at IV. “They change when they see
the quality of the people we bring to their
problem and the innovative results we get.”
Network invention uses IV’s network
of 2,000 inventors who submit proposals
to address a corporate sponsor’s research
problem. Those proposals are then
screened and may be used as the basis for
generating new patents, technologies and
products as outlined above.
IV expects to ramp its companysponsored invention pipeline from four
corporations in 2009 to 10 or more in 2010
and higher numbers in the future. Fitting
new IP invention into your work plan for
2010-2012 may mean you are able to
address long-term issues and gain leverage
from outside resources without incurring
increased costs.
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Plan to succeed
Our theses in this article are threefold:
• there are business objectives to which
you must align IAM tactics;
• those tactics can be managed to deliver
positive, measurable results in 2010
through 2012;
• and you need to relate the IAM
outcomes upward in the organisation as
a key step to enabling the business
objectives and strategies, not as
discrete IAM actions.
Figure 9 outlines the connections
between the business objectives, IAM
tactics, timeframes and risk/reward.
The lowest-risk, moderate-reward IAM
tactics that emerge with payoffs in 20102011 include asset divestiture or
abandonment, asset acquisition and new
IP defence. The high-risk, high-reward
tactics with payoffs in three to 10 years
are asset enforcement/licensing and new
IP invention.
The most concise view I heard in
preparing for this article was from Alex
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Butler of IPVision. He said: “What should
IP management be doing by 2012? Focus on
quality IP; remove the blinders so you have
a very clear picture of your competition
and NPE threats; and create proactive
strategies to fill the gaps.”
As long as IAM is a reactive function,
it will play a subordinate role in business
management and strategy. Careful
selection of the direction you choose in
IAM can be critical to taking a more
strategic management role in your
corporation. The closer you tie IAM
tactics to overall corporate business
objectives, the more likely your actions
will be understood and appreciated by
senior management and boards of
directors. Not for what they are within the
IAM context, but for what they contribute
to the overall health and growth of
your company.

Joseph W Jennings is CEO of Drakes Bay
Company LLC, California
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